Technology allows unit to
recognize room occupancy

Power center,
work surface, tool
organizer included
in chest & cabinet

PANASONIC HEATING AND AIR CONDITIONING
GROUP combines two innovations in the Exterios E collection: its Inverter Technology that provides optimum power
control and an efficient operation, and Econavi Technology
— human detection technology — that creates air optimization
based on room conditions and occupancy. An added accessory
— the company’s Internet Control Adaptor — completes the unit
with Wi-Fi, allowing homeowners to set a desired room temperature from a smartphone or Web browser.

MILWAUKEE TOOL builds its
46 in. Steel Storage Chest and
Cabinet for extreme productivity
with features that include a built-in power
center and pull-out work surface for using
and storing documents or laptops. A power
tool organizer keeps tools upright, and
an independent locking drawer secures
valuables and personal goods. The storage
chest and cabinet has a reinforced angle
iron frame, 5 in. industrial casters and can
support a weight capacity of 1,800 lbs.
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TSingle post function as
inline, corner or end
DURARAIL introduces the “new generation” of the
Panorama Post system with its Panorama Universal Post,
which utilizes a single, multifunctional post. A triple-channel design enables a single post to function as an inline,
corner or end post, providing the versatility to adjust glass
height and angles. Available in nine standard colors and up
to 180 custom colors, the post is 2½ in. by 2½ in., and the
system has the option to have a top rail added.
Circle 17 on inquiry card

Pet bathtub with
hair catching
system, elevating
platform
BATHTUBS FOR PETS, A
FOREVER STAINLESS STEEL
brand, provides professional, quality
animal bathtubs for residential or
multifamily construction. Each animal
bathtub is made from 14-gauge stainless steel and fully welded. A built-in
hair catching system is a feature of
the bathtubs while an elevating platform system creates an ergonomic,
safe bathing environment.
Circle 18 on inquiry card
Find out more about these products and THOUSANDS more
via our online directory: ForResidentialPros.com/directory

Brick veneer reflects
repurposing design trend
The Ashland TundraBrick from ELDORADO STONE emulates
the shades of gray represented in weathered brick. Cast from molds
of European bricks reclaimed from centuries-old dwellings, the brick
veneer collection offers the texture and appearance of timeworn
and classic buildings, and this additional color offering balances a
modern gray palette with classic design elements. At 1-in.-thick, the
brick veneer can be used in indoor and outdoor applications.
Circle 19 on inquiry card
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